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This book is ok, but it DOES NOT include the answer key. It is only a workbook, You need to

purchase answer key separately.

My son goes to public school, but has a large IQ, and is top of his class. On a computer program

one day, he complained to me that he was struggling with vocabulary words and their definitions. I

asked the teacher and she wasn't sure what to tell me---they do not have vocab in the second grade

here. He's testing on a much higher level, but she was going to ask around.I asked a friend who

homeschools what she would do, and she suggested this curriculum. My son(7) read the reviews

and description and agreed to try it.He LOVES it. I love that the pages following each word list go

from everything from multiple choice, to sentence writing, to reading comprehension. LOVE that. He

said the words in this level are very easy for him, but he likes the way the book is made up. :) We

are through two lessons now, and he is doing great!I would recommend this series of workbooks!

My third grader and I are loving this great vocab workbook. The words are challenging, and

intriguing for her! I remember doing Wordly Wise when I was in elementary/middle school and was

so happy to see it's still around!

THE Best book out there for teaching vocabulary to students. I would highly recommend that you



purchase this book. TODAY!

This book gave me a good insight to the vocabulary material for schooling at 2nd-3rd grade level. I

like the activities and questions at the end of the chapters. They are good review, and help

remembering word meanings and word context.

Great exercises to repeatedly use the words studied to help retain the knowledge. My

granddaughter has already intentionally used some of the words in everyday life.I used Wordly Wise

with my own children when I home-schooled them and I am pleased that they still make them.

My son's teacher uses these in her classroom, and I think they are so great I got them for my

younger son in a different class. Have looked for others and found nothing that compares.

my 4th grader prefered this one rather than number 4 which was a lot harder. SHe loves this one

and does the work in it really nicely. She's learned lots of vocab words and comprehension of

stories answering questions. Im very happy i got her this book. its definately stimulating her thinking

as she's gaining meaning of lots of new words!
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